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Three Dallas area auto dealers, collectively known as Southwest Kia, have agreed
 to pay an $85,000 civil penalty to settle Federal Trade Commission charges that
 they violated an FTC administrative order barring them from deceptively
 advertising the cost of buying or leasing a car.

According to the FTC, New World Auto Imports Inc., New World Auto Imports of
 Rockwall Inc. and Hampton Two Auto Corporation concealed sale and lease
 terms that added significant costs or limited who could qualify for vehicles at
 advertised prices, in violation of a 2014 order.

In a TV ad, for example, the dealers offered two cars for “under $200 per month,”
 but in fine print that appeared for two seconds, disclosed that the offer applied
 only to leases, not sales, and required a $1,999 payment at lease signing. One
 dealer mailed ads claiming a new car could be purchased for $179 per month, but
 in print too small to read without magnification, disclosed that $1,999 would be
 due up front, along with tax, title and license fees, and that $8,271 would be due
 at the end of a 38-month financing term.

Related Cases
New World Auto Imports, Inc., d/b/a
 Southwest Kia, et al., In the Matter of
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Blog: Car ads broke the law — again
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Media Resources
Our Media Resources library provides
 one-stop collections of materials on
 numerous issues in which the FTC
 has been actively engaged. These
 pages are especially useful for
 members of the media.
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The FTC’s complaint also cited a TV ad targeted at people with major credit
 problems, such as repossessions or foreclosures. The ad touted vehicles for $250
 per month, but in fine print disclosed that the offer was based on a 4.25 annual
 percentage rate that few, if any, consumers with such major credit issues could
 obtain. In addition, the FTC alleged that the dealers advertised credit and lease
 terms without clearly and conspicuously disclosing information required by federal
 law, and failed to keep records required by the 2014 order.

In addition to the $85,000 civil penalty, the proposed order prohibits the dealers, in
 any ad for buying, financing or leasing vehicles, from misrepresenting the cost of
 purchase with financing, the cost of leasing, or any other material fact about price,
 sale, financing or leasing.  It also prohibits misrepresentations that anyone,
 including those with poor credit, is likely to receive financing or leasing, including
 particular finance or lease terms.

The proposed order also bars the dealers from violating the Truth in Lending Act
 and the Consumer Leasing Act, which require clear and conspicuous disclosure
 of credit and lease terms.

The case was part of Operation Steer Clear, a nationwide crackdown on
 misleading advertising regarding motor vehicle sales, financing and leasing.

The Commission vote to authorize the staff to refer the complaint to the
 Department of Justice and to approve the proposed stipulated order was 3-0. The
 DOJ filed the documents on behalf of the Commission in U.S. District Court for
 the District of Texas, Dallas Division, on August 18, 2016.

NOTE: The Commission authorizes the filing of a complaint when it has “reason to
 believe” that the law has been or is being violated, and it appears to the
 Commission that a proceeding is in the public interest. Stipulated orders have the
 force of law when approved and signed by the District Court judge.

To learn more, read the FTC publication A Dealer’s Guide to the Used Car Rule.

The Federal Trade Commission works to promote competition, and protect and
 educate consumers. You can learn more about consumer topics and file a
 consumer complaint online or by calling 1-877-FTC-HELP (382-4357).  Like the
 FTC on Facebook , follow us on Twitter , read our blogs and subscribe to press
 releases for the latest FTC news and resources.
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